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T
he development and application of
separation techniques for the fractiona-
tion of single-walled carbon nanotube

materials (SWNTs) has become an active re-
search field in recent years. It is driven by the
fact that no known synthesis method allows

the growth of nanotube samples having pre-

selected electronic type (metallic (m) or semi-

conducting (s)), diameter, and chiral index. In

fact, m- and s-SWNTs are typically grown

together in a complex mixture of many dif-

ferent structures (described by a distribution

of chiral indices (n, m)).
Fractionation of m- from s-SWNTs is an

important, applications-oriented part of this
separation effort and enrichment ofm- versus
s-SWNTs has in fact been achieved by various
techniques including (AC) dielectrophoresis,1

density gradient centrifugation2 (DGC), and
agarose gel electrophoresis.3 A review article
on separation methods in general, including
separation of m- from s-SWNTs, gives a good
overview of efforts to date.4

Recently, it has been shown that a proce-
dure based on gel filtration/size exclusion
chromatography methods allows high
throughput separation of m- from s-SWNTs
when using aqueous sodium dodecyl sulfate
(SDS) starting suspensions.5,6 Conveniently,
such starting suspensions can be prepared
without a centrifugation step. Size exclusion
chromatography (SEC) is known to separate
nanoscale objects passing through a column
according to differences in their size and has
been extensively used to size-separate SWNTs.
In this sense the observation of m- versus

s-SWNTs separation using size exclusion chro-
matographymethodswasunexpected. It turns
out that the procedure relies on the initial
dispersion/sonication step, which itself is al-
ready selectivewith respect to electronic struc-
ture type. In fact, aqueous SDS starting
suspensionsobtainedafter sonicationofSWNT
raw soot were found to contain s-SWNTs
primarily in the form of bundles, whereas

metallic SWNTs were predominantly sus-
pended as individual tubes. With the gel filtra-
tion procedure, the bundles can then be
separated from the individual tubes simply
on the basis of differences in their size. By
choosing an appropriate column medium,
particle size, gel porosity, and eluant composi-
tion it is possible to run the SEC column as a
“filter” which traps the longer, rigidly bundled
s-SWNTs, whereas the smaller individualized
m-SWNTs elute as expected for regular SEC.
Specifically, for high throughput m/s-SWNT
separation, the starting SWNT suspension is
first loaded onto the column and then partly
eluted with 1 wt % of SDS in water. This
removes the shorter (individualized) metallic
tubes, whereas bundled s-SWNTs remain
trapped at the top of the column. The latter
are then also removed by changing the eluant
from 1 wt % SDS in H2O to 1 wt % SChol
(sodiumcholate hydrate) inH2O;whereupon
the trapped semiconducting bundles partially
dissolve and (completely) elute.
On the basis of these findings, we have

further explored the origin, composition, and
properties of s-SWNT bundles observed in the
aqueous SDS starting suspensions used for
high throughput m/s-SWNT separation. In the
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ABSTRACT A simple, high throughput fractionation procedure for aqueous/SDS (sodium dodecyl

sulfate) suspensions of single-walled carbon nanotubes (SWNTs) is presented, which yields thin

bundles of semiconducting-SWNTs with small chiral angles. To demonstrate this we show the

photoluminescence signatures of nanotube suspensions that contain almost exclusively zigzag and

near-zigzag tubes. Starting suspensions and resulting fractions were characterized using optical

absorption, resonance Raman and photoluminescence spectroscopies as well as scanning force

microscopy. Taken together with literature observations, our findings suggest that near zigzag edge

tubes of similar diameters in a bundle are harder to separate from each other than for other chiral

index combinations. We discuss the implications of these observations for SWNT growth and

dispersion.
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present contribution, we demonstrate that such bund-
ling appears to be particularly pronounced for tubes
near the zigzag edge. This in turn allows simple
fractionation of such SWNTs from the total s-SWNT
population. We discuss the implications of these ob-
servations for processes occurring during SWNT
growth and/or during sonication of SWNT raw materi-
als in SDS/H2O.

RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

As outlined above, high throughput m- versus

s-SWNT separation using our gel filtration method
involves two steps. An initial 1 wt % SDS in H2O elution
removes the metallic tubes, whereupon changing the
eluant to 2 wt % SChol in H2O then elutes the s-SWNTs.
Looking more closely, one observes that upon SChol

addition, thedark “s-SWNTs”band initially localized at the
top of the column evolves into two separate colored
bands (see Figure S1 in Supporting Information), which
move through the gelwith different velocities. This is also
clearly shown by the corresponding chromatogram as
detected by measuring integrated SWNT G-mode Sto-
kes�Raman intensities as a function of elution time (see
Figure S2 in Supporting Information). Two separate
s-SWNTs bands were observed for both PLV and HiPco
materials. In the following we present additional mea-
surements for each of the two SWNT materials in turn;
first concentrating on HiPco SWNTs.
Fractions of∼1 mL were collected from both bands as

they eluted from the columnandwere then analyzedwith

UV�vis�NIR absorption spectroscopy and by measuring
PLEmaps. Figure 1 a shows absorption spectra of fractions
typical for eachband: fraction6wascollected fromthefirst
band and fraction 18was collected from the secondband.
There are significant differences betweenboth absorption
spectra which implies that the (n, m)-distribution of both
fractions is different. This becomes more obvious by
comparing the corresponding PLE maps. Figure 1 panels
b and c show the PLE maps of fractions 6 and fraction 18,
respectively. Finally, Figure 1d shows chiral angle(theta)/
diameter plots extracted from the PLE spectra of fractions
6 (blue circles) and 18 (red circles) aswell as a correspond-
ing plot for a HiPco SCholate reference sample (gray).
Whereas the (n, m)-composition of fraction 18 is compar-
able to what was measured for the reference sample, the
(n, m)-composition obtained for fraction 6 is completely
different. Compared to the reference sample and fraction
18, fraction 6 is enriched in tubeswith larger diameter and
smaller theta (additional absorption spectra andPLEmaps
supporting these conclusions are shown in Supporting
Information).
TheSECgel is specifiedby themanufacturer to separate

moleculeswith amolarmass in the rangeof 5� 103 to 2.5
� 105 g/mol. FromAFM studies, the individualized SWNTs
observed after spin-coating deposition of starting suspen-
sions have an average length of 300 nm, which corre-
sponds to a molar mass of 2 � 105 to 5 � 105 g/mol,
dependingon thediameterof the tube. Consequently, the
latter value is already at the upper limit of the (size
exclusion) fractionation range of the gel. Bundles were

Figure 1. UV�vis�NIR absorption spectra of two fractions, 6 and 18, eluted with 2 wt % SChol in H2O during gel filtration of
HiPco SWNTs (a); these fractions are representative for the two different s-SWNT populations observed (see text); PLEmaps of
fraction 6 (b) and fraction 18 (c); theta/diameter plots as extracted from PLE spectra (d) of fraction 6 (area of blue circle data
points indicates relative abundance under the assumption of uniform integral PLE cross sections), fraction 18 (red circles), and
from a HiPco SCholate reference sample (gray circle) for comparison (see also Supporting Information for further PLE maps
and absorption spectra).
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found to be longer and clearly above this specified molar
mass range. Consequently, theywouldnot be expected to
be able to enter the pores of the SEC medium. Instead of
eluting however they appear to be so large that they
nonspecifically adsorb onto the gel particles when in the
presence of SDS/H2O. After adding 2 wt % SChol in H2O
they apparently become partly dissolved and start to
move through the gel in two separate bands.
The UV�vis�NIR spectra of fractions 6 and 18 show

that the (9, 4)-tube can be detected in both bands.
However, a comparison of the corresponding PL in-
tensities and absorptions shows that the relative (9, 4)
PL quantum yield is three times larger for fraction 18
than for fraction 6. This is consistent with a higher
bundle content for the latter fraction.7�9

From this (and from complementary information dis-
cussed below for PLV samples) we infer that upon SChol
elution the faster moving band comprises s-SWNT bun-
dles, whereas the slower band consists primarily of in-
dividual semiconducting tubes (and some very small
bundles). Together with the (n, m)-composition of the
two separate bands this implies that s-SWNTs with larger
diameters and smaller theta have a much stronger ten-
dency to elute in bundle form. Under these conditions
(SChol/H2O), the gel seems to be working more like a
normal size exclusion medium in the sense that larger
bundles move through the gel more quickly than indivi-
dual tubes or smaller bundles.
Compared to a HiPco SDS suspension, the PLV SDS

suspension (consisting of on-average larger diameter

SWNTs) behaves similarly during gel filtration: after re-
moving them-SWNTs and changing the eluant from1wt
%SDS to 2wt%SChol in H2O, the s-SWNTs subsequently
elute and evolve into two separate multicoloured bands.
Furthermore, PLE maps measured for eluting fractions
show a trend similar to that obtained for the HiPco
material: bundles which elute first from the column are
enriched in (n, m)-species having small theta.
Figure 2 contains PLE maps of corresponding semi-

conducting-SWNT fractions obtained upon gel filtra-
tion of the PLV SWNTs suspension. Note, that for the
earliest SEC fractions (1�4), the nanotube concentra-
tions were so small that in order to get enough PL
intensity for a PLE map it was necessary to add several
consecutive fractions together and then to concen-
trate them with DGC. The latter procedure does not
significantly change the overall (n, m)-composition of
the summed fractions (see Supporting Information).
PLE measurements then indicated that the early frac-
tions contained mainly the (14, 1), (15, 1), and (14, 0)-
tubes. In contrast, (see also Supporting Information)
more and more tubes with smaller diameters and
larger theta were observed in the later fractions.
In addition toperformingoptical spectroscopyonearly

fractions 1�4, fraction 5was immediately investigatedby
AFM upon elution. Figure 3 shows the corresponding
height distributions. Clearly, this fraction consists primar-
ily of bundles having an average diameter of ca. 4 nm. In
the Supporting Information (Figure S9) we also show an
analogous AFMmeasurement obtained for the sumof all

Figure 2. PLE maps of various fractions eluted upon gel filtration of PLV SWNTs: (a) integral measurement of early fractions
1�4, after concentration via DGC, (b) fraction 5, (c) fraction 12, and (d) theta/diameter plots as extracted from PLE spectra of
fractions 5 (red circles) and 12 (blue circles), as well as from a PLV SCholate reference sample (gray circles) for comparison (see
also Supporting Information for further PLE maps and absorption spectra).
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column eluted s-SWNT fractions (i.e., both bands
together). This shows predominantly individual tubes
and small bundles. Note that the fractions comprising
s-SWNT bundles (e.g., fraction 5) demonstrated a rela-
tively fast (within a few weeks) formation and precipita-
tion of large nanotube aggregates, as compared to
notably more stable fractions with individual tubes.
Interestingly, the PL could also be observed from pre-
cipitated, several-micrometer-large s-SWNT aggregates,
albeit of a relatively weak intensity (Supporting Informa-
tion, Figure S11).
Figure 4 shows a contour plot of the Raman amplitude

for fraction 7 as a function of excitation energy and RBM
frequency. The transition energies obtained from the
resonance profiles depicted agree well with values pre-
viously reported for isolated tubes (or small bundles) in
solution.10 The intensities (amplitudes of the correspond-
ing Raman resonance profiles) confirm the enrichment of
nanotubes belonging to the 2n þ m = 28 family; in
particular, the presence of the (14, 0)-tube is unequivocally
confirmed. Furthermore minor contributions from other
nanotube families are seen as indicated in the RRS-map.
In conclusion, our measurements show that for both

HiPCo and PLV raw materials, ultrasonication in SDS/
H2O followed by a two-step gel SEC filtration proce-
dure, yields two resolvable s-SWNT bands. The faster of
these comprises bundles enriched in zigzag SWNTs as
well as in tubes near the zigzag edge. There are in
principle three possible origins for such bundles: (i)
they are already formed during SWNT growth and
survive dispersion/fractionation, (ii) they are generated
during dispersion of the SWNT raw material via selec-
tive reassembly of individualized tubes, or (iii) they are
not yet present in the starting suspensions but assem-
ble (and then elute) during the column fractionation
procedure. To differentiate between these pictures, we
next discuss the relevant interaction energies.
Semiconducting SWNTs are less efficiently suspended

in water/SDS during ultrasonication than m-SWNTs.5,10

This is related to electronic-structure-type dependent

differences in tube�tube and tube�SDS interaction
potentials. SDS appears to be more strongly adsorbed
onto m-SWNTs than s-SWNTs. Furthermore, suspended
m-SWNTs have a higher packing density of SDS on their
surfaces, relative to s-SWNTs.11 Some insight may be
derived from calculations of related interactions of DNA
with nanotube surfaces.12 In these, the polarizability of
the nanotube surface had to be included in order to
explain selective separations using DNA oligonucleotide
wrapping. Niyogi et al. have also invoked polarizability to
rationalize their observation that effective tube�tube
separations can be varied by tuning SDS adsorption onto
SWNTs via NaCl addition. The latter effect can also be
used to yield diameter-dependent fractionation of m-
and s-SWNTs.14

Overall, the differing adsorption behavior of SDS onm-
versus s-SWNTs results from the polarizability of the
nanotube surface, which is higher for metallic nanotubes.
This permits an approaching point charge (i.e., the anionic
headgroupof SDS) to induce a positive image charge. This
image charge will act to further screen electrostatic inter-
actions between individual SDS molecules. Therefore
more SDS molecules can be packed around a metallic
tube compared to a less polarizable semiconducting tube
and correspondingly the former are better stabilized in
suspension. In fact, under our dispersion/ultrasonication
conditions it seems that SDS cannot be packed densely
enough around s-SWNTs to achieve extensive individua-
lization under near-equilibrium conditions.
Two possible limiting dispersion scenarios can then be

invoked if we assume zigzag enriched bundles to be
present already in starting suspensions: (i) s-SWNTs pre-
aggregated in the rawmaterial remain bundled because
sonication in SDS/water does not allow them to be
completely individualized; that is, the process of indivi-
dualization comes to a halt at a certain minimum bundle
size, which depends on its specific (n, m)-content (and
relative bundle cohesion) and (ii) sonication leads to all
s-SWNTs initially becoming individualized but ongoing
dynamical SDS adsorption/desorption processes allow
them to (re)aggregate to form bundles enriched in the
more strongly cohesive (n,m) s-SWNTs combinations.
Scenario (i) is supported by e-beammicrodiffraction

measurements of SWNT rawmaterials, which allow the
acquisition of local (n,m)-distributions directly.13,14 As-
grown SWNT bundles often comprise nonstatistical (n,
m)-distributions. In fact, depending on the SWNT
synthesis method, smaller bundles consisting of only
one or two (n, m) types have been observed.16 Larger
bundles of SWNTs appear to be made up of several of
these smaller, chirality-defined, nanocrystalline bun-
dles. These findings have led to speculations that
SWNTs often grow in small crystalline bundles having
only one or a few different chiralities.
Both scenarios can also be discussed in terms of starting

suspension preparation conditions. Ultrasonication is
widely used for dispersion of nanoparticle aggregates

Figure 3. Height distribution as determined by intermittent
contact mode AFM imaging for fraction 5 eluted upon gel
filtration of PLV SWNTs. See Supporting Information for
typical AFM images obtained upon spin-coating the corre-
sponding dispersion fraction onto a silicon wafer.
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and there are several models to describe the cavitation/
dispersion process. Most assume that the aggregates
rupture, when the strain caused by microflows in the
surrounding liquid becomes larger than the adhesive
forces inside the agglomerates. Specifically, enhanced
dispersion upon ultrasonication of SWNT materials is
rationalized in terms of the high shear strain rates attained
during cavitation. Cavitation bubble implosion can be
associated with shear strain rates of up to ∼109 s�1,
enough to even rupture individual SWNTs.11 In the pre-
sence of such shear strains, exfoliation of SWNT bundles in
SDS/H2O could conceivably involve sliding the tubes apart.
Strano et al. have proposed a related “unzippering”model:
nanotube bundle ends first become “frayed” due to
sonication; subsequently, rapid surfactant adsorption oc-
curs at the newly accessible surfaces created between the
residual bundle and individual nanotubes nowdangling in
solution.15 While the individually unzipping SWNTs move
relative to the bundle, surfactant continues to add along
the corresponding nanotube lengths until complete se-
paration occurs.
In such a picture of shear exfoliation, the static friction

between carbon nanotubes (CNT) is obviously an impor-
tant quantitiy. Usingatomic/molecularmechanics, Li et al.
showed that the interfacial shear forces required tomove
two structurally commensurate CNTs against each other
are typically 2 orders of magnitude larger than for two
incommensurate tubes.16 In particular, the interfacial
shear forces required to slide two parallel, mechanically
contacting zigzag tubes apart were found to be approxi-
mately five times larger than those for two armchair
tubes of roughly the same diameter. Furthermore, the
interfacial shear strengths in a dimer consisting of an
armchair tube and a zigzag tube (0.5�1.0 MPa) were

found to be 2�3 orders of magnitude lower than for the
commensurate dimers (A�A and Z�Z tubes).
If bundle exfoliation during ultrasonic dispersion is in

fact kinetically limited by tube�tube friction, the predic-
tions of Li et al. imply that zigzag tubes would be (locally)
enriched in remaining microbundles, because the drag
force tomove twozigzag tubesagainst eachother ismuch
higher than that necessary for two incommensurate tubes
or for two non-zigzag tubes having the same chiral index.
Outside the neighborhood of cavitation bubbles, we
expect s-SWNT readdition (associated with surfactant
displacement) to be occurring in parallel, leading to a
dynamic equilibrium. A particular consequence of such
readditionmight well be that bundle cores becomemore
enriched in zigzag tubes as sonication time increases.
Experimental evidence supporting the prediction

that the interaction between two zigzag tubes is
stronger than between two tubes with other chiral-
indices also comes from a recent study of the interac-
tion of SWNTs with graphite/graphene. Ortolani et al.
have reported that the surface of a few-graphene layer
crystal can act as a “tangential nanosieve” when ex-
posed to SWNTs in liquid suspension, preferentially
retaining zigzag tubes on its surface.17 This near-
epitactic match of the two lattices can be monitored
by directly imaging the zigzag SWNTs retained on
graphene with high-resolution transmission electron
microscopy and carefully analyzing their structure and
substrate orientation by means of electron diffraction.

CONCLUSION

We have shown that dispersions of s-SWNT microbun-
dles enriched in tubes with chiral indices near the zigzag
edge can be prepared by a simple method based on

Figure 4. Contour plot of the Raman scattering intensity of fraction 7 as a function of excitation energy and radial breathing
mode frequency. The four most prominent tubes, belonging to the 2n þ m = 28 family, are highlighted. Additional lower
intensity signals are assigned to the respective nanotube families (see Supporting Information for a representative spectrum).
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Sephacryl gel SEC fractionation. Thismakes use of starting
suspensions generated by ultrasonic dispersion of SWNT
raw materials in SDS/H2O followed by prefiltration. A
centrifugation step is not required. In particular, we
fractionate the starting suspensions using a two-step
column chromatographic separation procedure in which
m-SWNTs are first eluted from the SWNT loaded column
using SDS/H2O. Under these conditions large s-SWNTs
bundles much above the SEC size exclusion limit (and
comparable inparticle size to thecolumnmaterial) remain
trapped at the top of the column. Upon subsequent
(complete) elution of this residue with SChol/H2O, two
resolvable s-SWNTbands areobserved. The faster of these
comprises small bundles of s-SWNTs having chiral indices
near the zigzag edge. The slower band contains a broad
distribution of individual tubes with chiral indices similar
to what is seen for reference dispersions (without SEC
filtration).
We rationalize theseobservations as follows.Ultrasonic

treatment of SWNT rawmaterials in SDS/H2O results in (i)
individualized m-SWNTs surrounded by a dense cover-
age of SDS molecules and (ii) large s-SWNT bundles
containing regions which are locally enriched in zigzag
tubes. Elution of s-SWNT bundles trapped at the top of
the column using SChol/H2O first causes individual
s-SWNTs at the perimeters of these trapped bundles to
be dissolved and subsequently readsorbed within the
pores of the SEC column. After sufficient exfoliation, “zig-
zag” enriched regions are sometimes uncovered, cannot
be further dissolved, and eventually becomemobile as a
whole, without being able to enter the columnpores due
to their size near the SEC exclusion limit. As a result “zig-

zag” enriched microbundles elute first followed by the
smaller individualized s-SWNTs, as in conventional SEC.
There are some interesting implications of the above

results. Standard dispersions of HiPco SWNTs in water
�surfactant suspensions are assumed to contain an (n,
m)-distribution which resembles the real (n, m)-distri-
bution of the raw material. This often contains more
than 20�30 different types of m- and s-SWNTs.18 The
commonly used surfactants are implicitly assumed to
suspend and stabilize SWNTs in aqueousmedia equally
well. Consequently, the (n, m)-distributions measured
in suspension;by optical absorption, Raman map-
ping, and/or PLE mapping;are typically equated with
the “real” integral (n, m)-distribution present in the
SWNT raw soot.19�21 To obtain (highly) fluorescing
suspensions, the raw SWNT soot is usually treated by
ultrasonication followed by an (ultra)centrifugation
step to remove bundles and insoluble material. While
it has already been noted that the (n, m)-distribution
obtained after such treatments can depend somewhat
on the choice of surfactant and on the pretreatment of
the starting material22,23 our findings specifically imply
that semiconducting SWNTs near the zigzag edge are
discriminated against when individualization protocols
employing SDS/H2O are used. Under such conditions
“zigzag nanotubes” are present in the form of strongly
cohesive microbundles, which are preferentially pre-
cipitated during preparation of the corresponding
dispersions. It is presently unclear whether the small
zigzag bundles are formed during sonication or are
already present in the raw material thus reflecting
locally selective catalytic growth.

METHODS
A brief description of the experimental methods is as follows.

Two types of SWNT raw materials were used for this study: (i)
SWNTs prepared in-house by pulsed laser vaporization (PLV) in
an argon atmosphere using carbon targets doped with 1 atom
% Ni and Co catalyst and an oven operated at 1000 �C24 and (ii)
HiPco SWNTs25 as obtained from Unidym, USA.
To prepare starting suspensions. typically 10 mg of both

SWNT materials was suspended in 15 mL of D2O with 1 wt % of
SDS using a tip sonicator (Bandelin, 200 Wmaximum power, 20
kHz, in pulsed mode with 100 ms pulses) applied for 2 h at
∼20% power. The resulting dispersion was then filtered
through a Sephacryl S-1000 gel filtration medium (Amersham
Biosciences) in a glass column of ∼2 cm length and 2 cm inner
diameter to remove larger agglomerates. The eluted compo-
nent was used as the “starting suspension” for gel filtration
fractionation as described below.
Separate “reference suspensions” for HiPco as well as for PLV

SWNTs were made by suspending ∼1 mg of raw SWNTs in 15
mL of D2O with 1 wt% of SChol. After tip sonication the
suspensions were centrifuged at 154.000 g for 4 h, and the
upper 90% of the supernatant was carefully decanted.
Gel filtration was performed as described in ref 5 using

Sephacryl S-200 gel filtration medium (Amersham Biosciences)
in a glass column of 20 cm length and 2 cm inner diameter. After
filling the glass column with the filtration medium, the gel was
slightly compressed to yield a final height of ∼14 cm. For the
separation,∼10mL of SWNT starting suspension was applied to

the top of the column and subsequently a solution of 1 wt %
SDS in H2O as eluant was pushed through the column by
applying sufficient pressure with compressed air to ensure a
flow of ∼1 mL/min. As described in ref 5, after ∼10 mL of this
eluant had been added most of the m-SWNTs had moved
through the column, whereas the s-SWNTs remained trapped
in the upper part of the gel. After applying a total of ∼20 mL of
SDS solution in this fashion, the metallic tubes were completely
removed from the gel. After a change of the eluant from 1 wt %
SDS in H2O to 2 wt % SChol in H2O, the s-SWNTs also subse-
quently eluted completely from the column and were collected
separately in fractions of ∼1 mL.
Process Raman spectra at 785 nm excitation were obtained

directly at the outlet of the glass size exclusion column with a
Kaiser Optical Holospec spectrograph which comprises a fiber
optic probe head incorporating both excitation laser aperture and
collection optics. Spectra were processed via the Kaiser Holoreact
programpackage forMatlab (TheMathworks, Inc.). Peakheights of
Raman features were determined at defined wavenumber
(= Stokes shift) intervals over each spectrum taken. These were
typically recorded every 20 s during the gel fractionation experi-
ment. A corresponding chromatogram obtained by plotting the
integrated G-mode Raman scattering intensity versus elution time
is shown in the Supporting Information.
For spectroscopic characterization, gel filtration fractions were

subsequently diluted to one-tenth of the initial concentration
using D2O/1 wt % surfactant solution. UV�vis�NIR absorption
spectra of the diluted fractionswere recorded on a Varian Cary 500
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spectrophotometer. Photoluminescence maps were measured in
the emission range of ∼900 to 1700 nm and excitation range of
500 to 950 nm (scanned in 3 nm steps) using a modified FTIR
spectrometer (Bruker IFS66) equipped with a liquid-nitrogen-
cooled Ge-photodiode and a monochromatized excitation light
source as described elsewhere.26

Raman resonance profiles were obtained using an HYB
T64000 triple Raman spectrometer. A tunable Ti:Sa laser was
used for excitation between 1.43 and 1.53 eV in steps of 5�10
meV at a laser power up to 15 mW. The Raman signal from the
solution was collected through a 10� objective (NA 0.25) in
backscattering configuration. We normalized the Raman inten-
sity with respect to laser power, integration time, and spectro-
meter response by the nonresonant signal of CaF2.

27 The laser
lines and spectra were calibrated with a neon lamp.
AFM samples were prepared and measured as described in ref

28. In brief, samples were prepared by the spin-coating of SWNT
suspensions onto siliconwafers followedby rinsingwithwater and
acetone. Intermittent contact mode AFM images were recorded
with a Digital Instruments Multimode SPM with NSC15 silicon
cantilevers (MikroMasch). The heights and lengths of the objects
measured were extracted from AFM pictures with the help of the
Software package SIMAGIS (Smart Imaging Technologies Co.).
Tube lengths were determined to within a lateral resolution
of ∼20 nm.
Density gradient centrifugation (DGC) was used for concentrat-

inggelfiltration fractionswhennecessary (seebelow). Typically∼3
mL suspension volumes were concentrated to ∼0.1 mL using an
OptimaMax-E centrifuge (Beckman-Coulter) equipped with a ML-
80 fixed angle rotor and a procedure similar to that reported
previously in ref 5. In short ∼3 mL of the SEC suspension was
overlaid onto 5 mL of water containing 60 wt % of Iodixanol
(Optiprep, from Sigma) as the density gradient medium, within 8
mL of Quick-Seal polyallomer centrifuge tubes. These were then
spun for 18�20 h at 15 �C and 45000 rpm corresponding to
centripetal accelerations of ∼103000 and ∼140000 g at the
middle and bottom of the centrifuge tube, respectively. This
resulted in a self-generated density gradient. After centrifugation
for 18�20 h a small colored region (∼0.1 mL) evolved within the
density gradient. This colored SWNT regionwas then harvested in
increments of∼20 μL by carefully puncturing the tube at the top
andbottomand applying a slight air overpressure via the tophole.
Concentrated fractions were then analyzed by PLE mapping (see
also Supporting Informatioin).
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